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Cartel Enforcement 

“You should focus on improving 
case detection, speeding up 
investigations and facilitating 
cooperation with and between 
national competition 
authorities. You should also 
actively contribute to stronger 
global cooperation among 
competition authorities”
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Cartel Enforcement 

Source: Publicly available information

Total number of EC 
cartel decisions 2006-16

Overlap between EC and other authorities’ investigations

64

USA: 24 out of 64
Australia: 14 out of 64

Brazil: 13 out of 64
South Africa: 13 out of 64

Mexico: 12 out of 64
South Korea: 11 out of 64

Japan: 10 out of 64
New Zealand: 9 out of 64

Canada: 9 out of 64
India:  6 out of 64
China: 5 out of 64
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NETWORKS OF 
COMPETITION 
AUTHORITIES

WEIGHT OF 
SETTLEMENTS 
IN EU CARTEL 
ENFORCEMENT

SINCE MAY 2010

TOTAL CARTEL

57 cartel decisions

+EUR 16 billion in 
fines 

SETTLEMENT

32 decisions
(56‘14%)

+EUR 9,5 
billion in fines

(59,03%)
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Cartels Detection & Economics Screening 
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Source: OECD Roundtable on ex officio cartel investigations and the use of screens to detect cartels, 2013



Cartels Detection & Economics Screening 
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Cartels Detection and Economic Screening

The role for economics in detection of 
cartels – one of many tools 

Reactive approaches
 Complaints 
 Leniency application
 Other offers of information

Proactive approaches 
 Cooperation among agencies 
 Industry monitoring
 Case analysis
 Use of Economics; Economic screening 

Economic screening is a proactive method

 Strengthen deterrence 

 Recognise limitations in reactive 
methods 

 Avoid over-reliance on leniency

 A combination of tools including both 
reactive and proactive detection 
measures is most effective



Cartels Detection and Economic Screening

Structural screens
Based on what economic theory and empirical 
research tell us about the relationship between 
market characteristics and the stability of collusive 
arrangements  

• structural : e.g. small number of competitors, high 
entry barriers, frequent interactions and market 
transparency 

• supply related: e.g. mature stage of an industry, 
low pace of innovation, symmetry and 
commonality of costs and product homogeneity

• demand related: e.g. stable demand conditions, 
low demand elasticity, buying power, and the 
absence of club and network effects.

Behavioural screens 
Whether observed firm behaviour and market 
outcomes are consistent with a cartelised 
market; examples: 

• Higher and more uniform prices
• Competitor prices strongly positively 

correlated
• Reduced variance of price; reduced reaction 

to cost shocks
• Discontinuing of discounts that were 

previously common

Move to cartel investigation?
• Screens do not provide sufficient proof of 

cartelisation. 
• Screens fail to distinguish explicit from 

tacit collusion. 
• Data and resource-intensive
• Firms may evade screen detection



Behavioural screen examples – one size does not fit all

 In commodity cartels
▫ Structural breaks in prices or in the variance of prices, associated with 

commencement or demise of the cartel 

 In bid rigging
▫ Number and pattern of bidders; Suspicious pricing patterns (e.g. winning price 

is outlier and Similar pricing across bids); Low endeavour submissions (e.g. 
same authors in two or more bids and low endeavour/ such as copied text a 
cross losing bids

 In financial markets 
▫ The market’s forecasting error, as proxied by the difference between futures’ 

prices today and spot prices at the maturity of the contract (in absolute value, 
or otherwise divided by the current spot or the current futures prices), is more 
variable during manipulation periods and may also be larger in absolute value

 “Digital cartels” supported by pricing algorithms
▫ prices are set by algorithms: investigate the extent to which leads firms to 

adopt very simple, transparent, and predictable pricing; check for prevalence of 
similar pricing algorithms; examine whether the algorithm places weight on 
future profits. 

Requirements when Developing and 
Implementing a Screen (Abrantes-Metz, 2011)

1 An understanding of the market and the 
nature of competition;

2 A theory on the nature of the agreement 
among colluders;

3 A theory on how such agreement will affect 
market outcomes;

4 The design of a statistic within an 
econometric model, capturing the key market 
drivers and the key factors of the theory of 
collusion, consistent with the market structure;

5 Empirical and/or theoretical support for the 
screen;

6 The identification of an appropriate non-
collusive benchmark against which the theory 
of collusion and empirical results will be 
compared.



Conclusions 



Platforms

Marisa Tierno 
Centella

DG Competition recently released the eLeniency online 
tool for filing corporate statements and other 
submissions in the context of leniency, settlement and 
non-cartel cooperation proceedings.
More information on how to register and use 
eLeniency can be found on DG Competition’s website.



Whistleblower



e-Leniency



Preview of 
the eLeniency

statement

SPACE TO TYPE



Cartel Sanctions 
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“€ 1 008 766 000 is one fine for 
one company in one cartel”

“Romano Pisciotti spent 
several months in a US federal 
prison in a room with around 

40 inmates and a single corner 
toilet”

“These guidelines may be 
useful when an infringer 

invokes passing-on (‘shield’) or 
when an indirect purchaser 
claims damages (‘sword’)”

“Would I be happy to see that 
on the front of tomorrow’s 

newspaper?”



Cartel Sanctions 
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Cartel Sanctions – Main changes since 2010

1. Fining Guidelines confirmed, but time for a refresh? 
2. Self-restraint and flexibility on certain aspects, but increased fines
3. Value of sales: a battle partially lost by offenders, but still the main battle
4. Leniency discounts: a stricter view on added value vs. mere corroboration
5. Greater emphasis on derivative liability (notion of undertaking) for 

leniency and calculation of fines more generally
6. Fines before EU Courts: scope of review now clarified, but there is less to 

review
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ECN + Directive

To further 
empower 
the NCAs 
by Feb 3rd

2021:

Human and financial resources

Independence

Possibility to obtain digital evidence in mobile devices

Possibility to inspect private homes

Ability to impose deterrent fines

Availability of administrative fines as alternative to criminal penalties 

Mutual assistance duty to avoid that firms with goods in other MS escape sanctions

Ability to decide on priority grounds

10% cap

Leniency programs’ features

Physical persons’ protection 



The next JECLAP article?
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